ALFI by JASPER MORRISON
FIRST
LET’S MAKE THINGS THAT LAST.

The Emeco 1006 Navy Chair was first commissioned in the 1940s by the U.S. Navy for use on warships – the contract even specified that it had to be able to withstand torpedo blasts. Today our chairs are still made in the U.S.A., of 80% recycled aluminum, and are made by hand, by Emeco craftsmen using the original 77 step process. The world’s best architects and designers collaborate with us to design chairs that are built and guaranteed to last a lifetime.

As we apply what we’ve practiced in the past, we are looking toward the future. We are on a mission to make a positive impact on the environment. Our goals are to use waste material in our products, use as little energy as possible in our manufacturing, generate a minimum of waste in the process, and build strong, durable, beautiful chairs that last through generations. We’ve been on the same mission since 1944 and we will continue to search for new ways to recover and utilize discarded materials and make products that last.
Emeco and Morrison together, designed and engineered The Alfi Collection with the conviction that what you don’t see is as important as what you do see. Alfi reflects Emeco and Morrison’s common appreciation for the invisible qualities behind simplicity. Made of reclaimed and responsibly selected materials, engineered for comfort and strength, and designed to be humble and timeless, Alfi embodies these hidden values.

“Alfi was inspired by the woven cane brasserie chairs you see out everywhere on Parisian sidewalks. The Emeco wood filled reclaimed polypropylene seat combines beautifully with the ash wooden leg structures, providing a rich play of materials and finishes. It’s one of the most comfortable chairs I have designed.” Jasper Morrison

Alfi Chair “Sand” with high back. Opposite: Alfi Chair “Dark Grey” with high back and dark stained ash frame.
The Alfi Collection features chair, armchair, counter stool, barstool and bench. All available with high or low seat backs.
Seats may be selected from the subtle palette of earth tones in dark brown, green, sand, red and dark grey. The base is made of ash wood.
With Alfi, Emeco continues its exploration of using reclaimed and recycled waste to make long-lasting products. Alfi seats are made of 100% reclaimed post-industrial waste – 92.5% polypropylene combined with 7.5% wood fiber.

Alfi Chair “Sand” with high back.
Alfi Barstool: "Dark Brown" with low back at The Perennial, San Francisco, CA.
By: Paul Discoe, Photo: H. Ospina
Alfi Chair 'Red' with low back at The Asbury Hotel, Asbury Park, NJ.
By: Anda Andrei and Bonetti/Kozerski Architecture
Alfi Armchair “Dark Grey” with dark stained ash frame. Opposite page: Alfi Armchair “Sand”.
The Alfi Bench employs cast iron to integrate the seat and frame, thus securing stability and strength to the bench. Alfi seats may be selected with low or high backs in any of the 5 colors.
Alfi Bench "Sand" with high back at CID au Grand Hornu museum, Belgium.
Photo: David Marchal
ALFI CHAIR, LOW BACK

W: 17”  D: 18 ¼”  H: 24 ¼”  SH: 18”
W: 43.2cm  D: 48cm  H: 61.5cm  SH: 45.5cm
WT: 7.7lb  3.5kg

COLORS: DARK GREY, SAND, GREEN, DARK BROWN, RED
SEAT: 92.5% RECLAIMED POLYPROPYLENE, 7.5% RECLAIMED WOOD FIBER.
FRAME: ASH WOOD, NATURAL LIGHT OR DARK STAINED

ALFI CHAIR, HIGH BACK

W: 23.375”  D: 19.375”  H: 31.5”  SH: 18”
W: 59.25cm  D: 50cm  H: 80cm  SH: 45.5cm
WT: 14lb  6.25kg

COLORS: DARK GREY, SAND, GREEN, DARK BROWN, RED
SEAT: 92.5% RECLAIMED POLYPROPYLENE, 7.5% RECLAIMED WOOD FIBER.
FRAME: ASH WOOD, NATURAL LIGHT OR DARK STAINED

ALFI ARMCHAIR, HIGH BACK

W: 23.375”  D: 19.375”  H: 31.5”  SH: 18”
W: 59.25cm  D: 50cm  H: 80cm  SH: 45.5cm
WT: 14lb  6.25kg

COLORS: DARK GREY, SAND, GREEN, DARK BROWN, RED
SEAT: 92.5% RECLAIMED POLYPROPYLENE, 7.5% RECLAIMED WOOD FIBER.
FRAME: ASH WOOD, NATURAL LIGHT OR DARK STAINED

LIGHT WOOD FRAME

ALFI18ADARKGREY
ALFI18ALSAND
ALFI18ALGREEN
ALFI18ALDARKBROWN
ALFI18ALRED

LIGHT WOOD FRAME

ALFI18ADARKGREY
ALFI18ALSAND
ALFI18ALGREEN
ALFI18ALDARKBROWN
ALFI18ALRED

LIGHT WOOD FRAME

ALFI18ADARKGREY
ALFI18ALSAND
ALFI18ALGREEN
ALFI18ALDARKBROWN
ALFI18AHRED

DARK WOOD FRAME

ALFI18DALDARKGREY
ALFI18DALSAND
ALFI18DALGREEN
ALFI18DALDARKBROWN
ALFI18DALRED

DARK WOOD FRAME

ALFI18DALDARKGREY
ALFI18DALSAND
ALFI18DALGREEN
ALFI18DALDARKBROWN
ALFI18DALRED

DARK WOOD FRAME

ALFI18DAHDARKGREY
ALFI18DAHSAND
ALFI18DAHGREEN
ALFI18DAHDBROWN
ALFI18DAHRED

DARK WOOD FRAME

ALFI18DAHDARKGREY
ALFI18DAHSAND
ALFI18DAHGREEN
ALFI18DAHDBROWN
ALFI18DAHRED

DARK WOOD FRAME

ALFI18DAHDARKGREYA
ALFI18DAHSANDA
ALFI18DAHGREENA
ALFI18DAHDBROWN
ALFI18DAHREDA

FOR OTHER WOOD STAIN FINISHES PLEASE CONTACT CUSTOMER SERVICE
ALFI by JASPER MORRISON

ALFI COUNTER STOOL, LOW BACK

**Light Wood Frame**
- ALFII24ALDGREY
- ALFII24ALSGAND
- ALFII24ALGALGREEN
- ALFII24ALDBROWN
- ALFII24ALRED

**Dark Wood Frame**
- ALFII24ADSALDGREY
- ALFII24ADSGAND
- ALFII24ADGALGREEN
- ALFII24ADBROWN
- ALFII24ARED

**Color Options:**
- Dark Grey, Sand, Green, Dark Brown, Red

**Dimensions:**
- W: 43.2cm  D: 47cm  H: 80.5cm  SH: 65.5cm

**Weight:**
- 4.4kg

**Seating:**
- 92.5% reclaimed polypropylene, 7.5% reclaimed wood fiber

**Frame:**
- Ash wood, natural light or dark stained

---

ALFI COUNTER STOOL, HIGH BACK

**Light Wood Frame**
- ALFII30ALDGREY
- ALFII30ALSGAND
- ALFII30ALGALGREEN
- ALFII30ADBROWN
- ALFII30ARED

**Dark Wood Frame**
- ALFII30ADSALDGREY
- ALFII30ADSGAND
- ALFII30ADGALGREEN
- ALFII30ADBROWN
- ALFII30ARED

**Color Options:**
- Dark Grey, Sand, Green, Dark Brown, Red

**Dimensions:**
- W: 43.2cm  D: 50cm  H: 99cm  SH: 65.5cm

**Weight:**
- 5kg

**Seating:**
- 92.5% reclaimed polypropylene, 7.5% reclaimed wood fiber

**Frame:**
- Ash wood, natural light or dark stained

---

ALFI BARSTOOL, LOW BACK

**Light Wood Frame**
- ALFII30ALDGREY
- ALFII30ALSGAND
- ALFII30ALGALGREEN
- ALFII30ADBROWN
- ALFII30ARED

**Dark Wood Frame**
- ALFII30ADSALDGREY
- ALFII30ADSGAND
- ALFII30ADGALGREEN
- ALFII30ADBROWN
- ALFII30ARED

**Color Options:**
- Dark Grey, Sand, Green, Dark Brown, Red

**Dimensions:**
- W: 17"  D: 19 3/4"  H: 36"  SH: 30"
- W: 43.2cm  D: 50cm  H: 91.5cm  SH: 76cm

**Weight:**
- 4.4kg

**Seating:**
- 92.5% reclaimed polypropylene, 7.5% reclaimed wood fiber

**Frame:**
- Ash wood, natural light or dark stained

---

ALFI BARSTOOL, HIGH BACK

**Light Wood Frame**
- ALFII30ALDGREY
- ALFII30ALSGAND
- ALFII30ALGALGREEN
- ALFII30ADBROWN
- ALFII30ARED

**Dark Wood Frame**
- ALFII30ADSALDGREY
- ALFII30ADSGAND
- ALFII30ADGALGREEN
- ALFII30ADBROWN
- ALFII30ARED

**Color Options:**
- Dark Grey, Sand, Green, Dark Brown, Red

**Dimensions:**
- W: 17"  D: 19 3/4"  H: 39"  SH: 30"
- W: 43.2cm  D: 50cm  H: 99cm  SH: 76cm

**Weight:**
- 5kg

**Seating:**
- 92.5% reclaimed polypropylene, 7.5% reclaimed wood fiber

**Frame:**
- Ash wood, natural light or dark stained

---

ALFI 3-SEAT BENCH, LOW BACK

**Light Wood Frame**
- ALFIIHDALDGREY
- ALFIIHDSGAND
- ALFIIHDAALGREEN
- ALFIIHDBROWN
- ALFIIHARED

**Dark Wood Frame**
- ALFIIHADGALDGREY
- ALFIIHADSGAND
- ALFIIHADGALGREEN
- ALFIIHADBROWN
- ALFIIHARED

**Color Options:**
- Dark Grey, Sand, Green, Dark Brown, Red

**Dimensions:**
- W: 66 1/2"  D: 18 3/4"  H: 24"  SH: 18"
- W: 169cm  D: 47,5cm  H: 61cm  SH: 45,5cm

**Weight:**
- 16,5kg

**Seating:**
- 92.5% reclaimed polypropylene, 7.5% reclaimed wood fiber

**Frame:**
- Ash wood, natural light or dark stained

---

ALFI 3-SEAT BENCH, HIGH BACK

**Light Wood Frame**
- ALFIIHDALDGREY
- ALFIIHDSGAND
- ALFIIHDAALGREEN
- ALFIIHDBROWN
- ALFIIHARED

**Dark Wood Frame**
- ALFIIHADGALDGREY
- ALFIIHADSGAND
- ALFIIHADGALGREEN
- ALFIIHADBROWN
- ALFIIHARED

**Color Options:**
- Dark Grey, Sand, Green, Dark Brown, Red

**Dimensions:**
- W: 169cm  D: 50cm  H: 79,5cm  SH: 45,5cm

**Weight:**
- 18.2kg

**Seating:**
- 92.5% reclaimed polypropylene, 7.5% reclaimed wood fiber

**Frame:**
- Ash wood, natural light or dark stained

---

Seats are made of 92.5% reclaimed polypropylene, 7.5% reclaimed wood fiber. Base is made of responsibly harvested ash wood. Counter and bar stools have an aluminum footrest protection. Durability and strength test ANSI/BIFMA X5.1 2 Year Warranty. Made in the USA.